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Optical implementation of micro-zoom arrays for
parallel focusing in integral imaging
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We report 3D integral imaging with an electronically tunable-focal-length lens for improved depth of field. The
micro-zoom arrays are generated and implemented based on the concept of parallel apodization. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first report of parallel dynamic focusing in integral imaging based on the use of
micro-zoom arrays. © 2010 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
ntegral imaging (InI) is a very promising technique for
he acquisition and display of images of 3D scenes. Based
n an old concept published by Lippmann more than one
entury ago [1], InI produces autostereoscopic 3D images
hat can be observed directly with no need of additional
iewing devices such as special glasses. The multiview
ature of InI allows 3D color images to be viewed by mul-
iple audiences [2,3]. Recently, the interest in the devel-
pment of InI systems and its applications has increased
apidly, thanks to the research effort of many groups.
his intense growth has focused mainly on optical design
oncerns [4–10]. Of course, these proposals have been di-
ected to improve the performance of the technique in
erms of resolution [11,12] and viewing angle [13,14].
ther important aspects that have been recently ad-
ressed are the production of 3D–2D convertible displays
15] or the extraction of 3D information from scenes
16,17]. More information about these techniques and its
pplications can be found in [18–20].
One aspect of InI development that, to the best of our

nowledge, has not been investigated is the implementa-
ion of a technique for rapid and flexible refocusing of the
ecording or the display setup. The simplest solution to
his problem is to reset the distance between the sensor
or the display device) and the microlens array. This solu-
ion is not very efficient because such resetting implies a
istortion in the 3D scale of reconstructed images. An-
ther solution could be the use an array of varifocal mi-
rolenses, like the ones fabricated by Ferraro et al. [21].
owever, these micolenses cannot be used easily in an in-

egral imaging device, since they require an environment
f very low temperature. Instead, we propose a simple
ully optical technique for production of a micro-zoom ar-
ay. Our proposal takes profits from the parallel apodizing
apacity of telecentric relay systems (TRES) [10]. A TRES
1084-7529/10/030495-6/$15.00 © 2
evice was originally proposed for the reduction of shift-
ng and overlapping of elemental images during the cap-
ure stage, by projection of micro-entrance-pupils in front
f any of the microlenses in the array. This device can be
sed for projection of any amplitude transmittance modu-

ation for the microlenses and therefore for parallel
podization of the lenses. In this paper, we propose to
roject the transmittance of a lens of variable optical
ower to produce the micro-zoom array.

. REVISITING THE TRES SCHEME
et us start by revisiting the TRES concept. As described

n [10], TRES allows all-optical implementation of per-
endicular barriers between elemental cells. Such barri-
rs prevent the overlapping between elemental images
uring the pickup process and also prevent the typical
ipping effect during display. The experimental imple-
entation of TRES is usually done by combining a large-

iameter converging lens and a macro camera lens. The
ask of the large lens is twofold. One is collecting the light
ays proceeding from the microlenses. The other is to con-
er to the relay system the necessary telecentricity. The
elecentricity is achieved after allowing the aperture stop
f the macro to be conjugate with infinity. To simplify the
rawing, in Fig. 1(a) we have schematized the TRES
hrough the afocal coupling of a large converging lens,
amed here the field lens, and a smaller converging lens
the sensor lens). Since the aperture stop of the TRES is
laced at the back focal plane of the field lens, the en-
rance pupil is placed at infinity. The coupling between
he microlens array and the TRES projects, in parallel,
he entrance pupil of the TRES onto the front focal plane
f any microlens. These projected pupils are the elemen-
al entrance pupils (also named micro-entrance-pupils).
he elemental entrance pupils restrict the rays impinging
010 Optical Society of America
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n each microlens so that only rays emerging from the mi-
rolens that are parallel to its axis are allowed. Thus, per-
endicular barriers are implemented by a pure optical
ethod.
Next, we deduce conjugation equations of this multiple

maging system, i.e., the equations that relate the posi-
ion and size of the object to the position and size of re-
orded elemental images. � denotes the distance between
he front focal plane of the field lens and the back focal
lanes of the microlenses. By use of Newton’s equation for
onjugate distances [22] one finds that for the case of an
bject placed at distance z from the front focal plane, Fm,
f the array, a collection of aerial elemental images are
roduced at the distance

z� = fm
2 /z �1�

rom the back focal plane of the microlenses. Here fm is
he focal length of any microlens. The magnification of
his imaging is

ig. 1. (Color online) (a) Illustration of the TRES concept. Owi
rojected virtually onto the front focal plane of any microlens. On
ng from the microlens parallel to its optical axis will reach the s
s the camera. (b) When a lens is inserted at the TRES apertu

icrolens.
Mm = − fm/z, �2�

here the minus sign indicates that the aerial images are
nverted.

The aerial elemental images are then imaged through
he telecentric coupling onto the sensor plane. Using the
onjugation equations for an afocal arrangement [22],
hich take the reference for the axial distances in a pair
f conjugate planes, we find that [see Fig. 1(a)]

�� = �MT
2 = �z� + ��MT

2 , �3�

here MT=−fS/ fF is the lateral magnification of the
RES.
Expressed in different manner, if we fix �� as the dis-

ance from FS� to the sensor, the in-focus plane of the over-
ll system is then set at a distance z (to Fm) such that

1

z
=

1

fm
2 � ��

MT
2 − �� . �4�

he telecentricity of the relay system, the aperture stop is back-
passing through the projected micropupils and therefore emerg-
EPs, entrance pupils; MLA, microlens array. The matrix sensor
, the lens optical power is projected in parallel in front of any
ng to t
ly rays
ensor.

re stop
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Naturally, the overall magnification of this parallel im-
ging process is given by the product

M = MmMT =
1

z

fmfS

fF
= � ��

MT
2 − �� fS

fmfF
. �5�

. MICRO-ZOOM ARRAY
et us suppose now that, instead of a clear circular aper-
ure, we insert at the TRES aperture stop a lens whose
efractive power can be controlled electronically, between
ertain limits [see Fig. 1(b)]. We name the focal length of
uch lens fL (which will be called hereafter the liquid
ens). Besides, we assume that the distance between the
ensor lens and the sensor remains fixed. By application
f geometrical optics [22], we find that the focal length of
he coupling between the liquid lens and the sensor lens
s still fS. The front focal plane of the coupling appears at
he liquid lens position, whereas the back focal plane is at

distance fS− fS
2 / fL from the sensor lens. Then the new

istance, �N� , between the back focal plane of the coupling
nd the sensor is given by

��N = �� + fS
2�L, �6�

here �L=1/ fL. Now it is straightforward to find that the
ew in-focus plane for the integral imaging system is at a
istance zN such that

1

zN
=

1

z
+ � fF

fm
�2

�L. �7�

he overall magnification of the multiple-imaging system
s changed, as well. The new value, MN, can be calculated
s

MN = M +
fSfF

fm
�L. �8�

The same results could be obtained through Fourier op-
ics reasoning by applying the parallel projection concept
see Appendix A).

. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
o implement our technique we used the liquid lens Arctic
14 manufactured by Varioptic. This tunable liquid lens is
ased on electrowetting technology: the spreading of a
rop of water on an electrically insulating surface can be
odified by creating an accumulation of charges at the

ase of the drop. The densities of the two liquid phases
re matched in order to keep the phases in place when the
osition of the lens changes. Then, the optical power of
he resulting liquid lens can be tuned by application of
roper electric voltage [23,24]. The nominal specifications
or the Arctic 314 are shown in Table 1.

For our part, we have measured the optical power of
he Arctic 314 as a function of the applied voltage. For the
easurement we used the focimeter Axil manufactured

y Essilor. As shown in Fig. 2, there is a linear relation
etween the optical power and the applied voltage in the
ange � � �−5 m−1,+12 m−1�. Note, however, that be-
L
ause of the high repeatability of the results, the Arctic
14 can be used even with an optical power outside the
inear regime.

For experimental verification, we inserted the liquid
ens at the aperture stop of a camera lens combined with
large-diameter lens in telecentric manner [see Fig. 3(a)].
o make sure that the back focal plane of the large lens
atches the entrance pupil of the camera lens, we placed

n auxiliary digital camera, focusing to infinity, just in
ront of the large-diameter lens. Then, we adjusted the
istance between the large lens and the camera lens so
hat a sharp image of the mount of the liquid lens was ob-
ained at the sensor of the auxiliary camera [see Fig.
(b)]. This image of the mount was used, as well, to deter-
ine, by simple pixel counting, the size of the imaged
ount and, therefore, the focal length of the object side of

he telecentric arrangement. The result of measurement
as fF=96.1 mm �±1%�.
Next we arranged the multiple-imaging setup by plac-

ng the microlens array just in front of the large lens [see
ig. 3(a)]. The lens array was composed of lenses of focal

ength fm=10 mm and diameter �m=2 mm, arranged in a
exagonal grid. We used a 3D scene consisting of two dice
ith different colors and sizes. Since the magnification of

he system decreases with the distance to the lens array,
e placed the smaller object closer to the lens array.
hen, we adjusted the liquid power to �L=0. With this
etup, we obtained the elemental images shown in Fig.
(a), in which both the red and the blue die were out of
ocus. By continuous variation of the optical power from
L=0 to �L=+10 m−1, we could tune at will the position of
he in-focus plane, as shown in Fig. 4.

To clarify the focusing capabilities of the proposed sys-
em, we applied the back-projection technique described
n [16] to reconstruct the scene at the in-focus plane. Spe-
ifically, we backprojected computationally each elemen-
al image on the desired reconstruction plane through its
nique associated pinhole. The collection of all the back-
rojected elemental images were then superimposed com-
utationally to achieve the intensity distribution on the
econstruction plane. In particular, in Fig. 5 we show the
mages reconstructed from Fig. 4(a) and 4(b).

Although not confirmed experimentally by us we point
ut that the speed of the proposed system is determined
y that of the Arctic 314 device. In particular, the charac-
eristic response time of the lens is of the order of 10 ms,
hereas the lens recovers its full quality after 50 ms [25].
s for the precision, we have not found such specific in-

ormation in the literature, but we have confirmed (see
ig. 2) that the focal power of the varifocal lens can be
xed with a precision that far exceeds 0.25 m−1.

Table 1. Nominal Specifications of Liquid Lens
Used for Experiments

Specification Value

Minimum power −2 m−1

Maximum power +10 m−1

Wavefront distortion 80 nm
Transmission at �=585 nm 97%

Optical aperture 2.5 mm
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. CONCLUSIONS
e have reported a 3D integral imaging system with elec-

ronically tunable-focal-length lens for improved depth of
eld. The approach is based on the telecentric relay sys-
ems [10] concept. We have presented a simple method for
ptical implementation of a particular case of parallel

Fig. 2. (Color online) Measured relation between th

ig. 3. (Color online) (a) Experimental setup used for the
ultiple-imaging experiment. The liquid lens was inserted into

he aperture-stop plane of the camera lens. The distance from
he field lens to the camera lens was adjusted so that the system
s telecentric. By placing the microlens array in front of the field
ens, a collection of elemental images of the 3D scenes was ob-
ained. (b) Image of the variable-focal-length lens mount, ob-
ained by means of an auxiliary digital camera.
podization. An array of micro-zoomlenses is synthesized
ptically by projecting onto the front focal plane of any
icrolens of the array the transmittance of a variable-

ocal-length lens.

PPENDIX A
he same result as in Section 3 could be achieved by pro-

ecting the optical power of the liquid lens onto the front
ocal plane of any microlens. To do that, we have to take
nto account that the amplitude transmittance of a
pherical lens can be expressed as [26]

cal power of the liquid lens and the applied voltage.

ig. 4. (Color online) Four frames of a movie (Media 1) obtained
fter continuously modifying the optical power of the variable-
ocal-length lens. (a) The parallel-imaging system focuses farther
han the red die. (b) The focus is on the red die. (c) Intermediate
ocusing. (d) The focus is on the blue die.

http://josaa.osa.org/viewmedia.cfm?uri=josaa-27-3-495&seq=1
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tL�x,y� = exp�− i
��L

�
�x2 + y2�� . �A1�

his transmittance is backprojected, virtually, into the
ront focal plane of any microlens with scaling factor

Mp = − fm/fF, �A2�

o that the projected transmittance, tPL, is

tPL�x,y� = tL� x

Mp
,

y

Mp
� = exp�− i

��L

�Mp
2 �x2 + y2�� .

�A3�

hus, the projected optical power, �PL, is

�PL =
fF
2

fm
2 �L. �A4�

The coupling between any microlens and the back-
rojected power is equivalent to a new microlens whose
ocal length, fmN, is just equal to the microlens focal
ength fm. As shown in Fig. 6, the front focus of the cou-
ling, FmN, is still at the same position, whereas FmN� is
ow at a distance fm− fm

2 �PL= fm− fF
2�L from the microlens.

onsidering again, as in Section 3, that the distance be-
ween the camera lens and the sensor remains fixed, we
an write

z�N = z� + fF
2�L �A5�

nd straightforwardly obtain Eqs. (7) and (8) of Section 3.

ig. 5. (Color online) Reconstructed field calculated by project-
ng the integral images of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) through the corre-
ponding pinhole array. Optical barriers were also simulated to
void overlapping.

ig. 6. (Color online) Scheme of the coupling between any mi-
rolens and the projected power. Whereas the total power and the
osition of the front focal planes do not change, the back focal
lane is shifted toward the microlens.
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